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A STUDY OF TEE SUPERVISION OF FARMING PROGRAMS OF ALL-DAY
SWDENTS AS CONDUCTED BY SELECTED NEGRO TEACHERS
OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN TEXAS

CHAPTER I
INIBODUCTION

§~~m2fil..9!: ProbJ;2PJ.
The core or the problem in this study is embodied in
this question:

What constitutes good supervision of farm-

ing programs of all-day boys on the home farm?

The best

teachers of vocational agriculture have long realized that
for the satisfactory development or programs or supervised
farming, instruction at school is not enough, regardless
of how well it is done.

To be successful in all his teach-

ing activities the vocational agriculture instructor must
be just as much concerned with the out-or-school agricultural activities of his boys as with those which he conducts in the classroom.

If farming programs, are regarded

as productive and as a step to becoming progressively established in farming, are of adequate scope, studied,
planned, and carried through to completion by the boys,
they need much real su;mwvj.§ion in order to be kept going
right and to be brought to a proper completion.

In super-

vising farming programs on the home farm the instructor
has numerous supervisory responsibilities.

The degree to

which he knows what these responsibilities are and the degree to which he is able to carry them out successfully

2

will indicate the effectiveness of his supervision.

There-

fore the writer is very much concerned with what constitutes
good supervision of farming programs of all-day boys on the
borne farm.
!!Wl12 s2...2!...:tl1£ s tJ!.Clz

Since the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917,
teachers of vocational agriculture ~.ave been using a variety
of practices in supervising the farming programs of all-day
students.
This study has been conducted in order to isolate the
most effective practices.

It deals with the practices used

by thirty-two selected Texas Negro teachers of vocational
agriculture in supervising the farming programs of all-day
students on the home farm.
These selected teachers have been rated successful in
their profession by their area supervisors.
The use of some of these practices which were rated
high, in this study, should result in teachers of vocational
agriculture doing a more effective job of supervising the
farming programs of their all-day students.
11.§~_b.og 2!www.Lny~~j.&ittl2B

Each of the five Negro area supervisors were asked to
select six of their teachers of vocational agriculture, who
were conducting successful programs, to assist in this study.

3

The five area supervisors were given questionnaires and were
included in this study.
One supervisor listed eight men, two suggested seven,
the other two gave six names to be used.

This made a total

of thirty-four plus the five district supervisors and the
co-worker of the author.
individuals contacted.

This made a grand total of forty
Thirty-two of the forty received

were sufficiently complete for use in this study.
l

Each individual was given a questionnaire to be used to
collect the data.

The questions covered the areas to be in-

cluded in this study.

The data :from the questionnaire were

compiled by the YTriter in developing this study on supervising
farming programs of all-day students.
A large portion of the data was secured through personal
interviews during the Texas State Convention of New Farmers
of America and State Judging Contest, held at Prairie View
A&

M

College, 1950 and 1951.

!2£UnJ.;tion of I.2£!!1§
Certain terms used in this study seem to need defining
in order that the reader may interpret the data correctly.
~fec.tiY2www.l2ractJ..g~ is one of the small units of action
on the part of a teacher of vocational agriculture which together form a procedure or method that gives the desired
__.._.=--=

----=-

WWW-..._._==

--===--wwwwwww

-wwwwwwwwwwwwwww----wwwwwwwo_......,_

1see Appendix for copy of Questionnaire.

results in supervising the farming program of all-day
students.
§Bpe,£yjsion of th~_farm!DEwE£O~ram refers to the supervision given the student by the teacher on the boy's home
farm or such places as may be used for the conduct or the
boy's project program.

The State Plan for vocational edu-

cation states that each student is requir.ed to conduct
supervised farm practice which usually takes the form of
home projects.
Efil:m..+JJ..g...J2£.Q~a~ are activities to provide experience
which contribute to development or abilities that are needed
for proficiency in the type or farming in which the student
is likely to engage.
lotal program refers to the existence of all-day, parttime and evening school instruction in a particular school
program in a community.

il±:sazJ~Bg§B~§ are pupils who are regularly enrolled
in a daily high school class of vocational agriculture.

N~s-~2£_t,.00_§~ygz
Since the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 and
the establishment of the vocational agriculture departments
in high schools, teachers have been using a variety of practices in supervising the farming program of all-day students.
There has been a difference of opinion among the teacbers as

5

to what constitutes proper supervision of the farming
programs.
The need for this study lies in the fact that there is
a difference of opinion as to what constitutes effective
supervision of farming programs.

The better teachers have

long realized the importance of effective supervision of the
farming program.

No similiar study was found to bave been

made in Texas among Negro schools.
E.

o.

1

Bolender points out that there is a need for fre-

quent and careful supervision to secure proper development of
the student's farming program.

He says:

Difference of opinion among workers in agricultural education bas been expressed concerning
the need for detailed supervision of boys' f~rming
programs, provided a good job of class teaching
has been done, plans of practices have been well
formulated, and home situations are favorable.
There is an abundance of evidence to indicate that
boys, even in the most favorable situation~, will
not develop their programs to the degree wmch is
possible without frequent and careful supervision.
It is in no sense a reflection on the quality of
class teaching to assume that it does not go all
the way and that there must be a follow-up with
individual teaching through supervision. Good
class teaching furnishes the foundation on which
plans of practices may be built and effective
supervision carried out, but it does not take
the place of individual work with boys.
The point or view, that there is a difference of opinion as to wbat constitutes proper supervision of the farming

..

..

-

--==-==
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program is illustrated in a study made by
of Idaho.

He

c.

1

H. Wiswall

states:

The number of visits per project made by
various teachers ranged from 11. >+ in tbe highest school to two in the lowest school.
George P. Deyoe

2

indicates the importance of proper

supervision of the farming program by pointing out that
classroom teaching alone, is not sufficient to bring about
the best results.
Since there is a difference of opinion as to what constitutes effective supervision of the farming program and

tbe better teachers have long realized the importance of
effective supervision of the farming program; a study of
the practices used by thirty-two selected Texas Negro teachers of vocational agriculture in the supervision of the
farming programs of all-day students was made.
This study should provide a better basis for the selection of effective practices to be used in the supervision of
the farming programs of all-day students.
§£2Il2..am, LW~s!]igns o!:~hL§tugz
The study deals only with thirty-two teachers who have

a successful total program of vocational agriculture.
...

WWW
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WWWMW

-c. H.! A._S~~Z-9!
--== - -

1w1swa11,
!:2£.. the..lfil¾r~ ~.3s:.1.l
2

- ----

They
•

==-=-

P£gject su12eryision in I>laba
a.oo...213:.3F-" p. 11+5.

Deyoe, George P., SUJ2erviseg_Fgrm_:!.~ 1G Vosewnal
A~ricBJ.,tur2. Interstate Publishing Company, Danville, Ill.,
!943. p. 331.
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were not selected on the basis or their ability in super-

vising the farming program of all-day students but on their
ability to conduct a well-rounded program or vocational
agriculture.
It does not attempt to measure the quality or quantity
of the supervision given by the selected teachers to the
supervision of the farming programs.

It was only an attempt

to isolate the most effective practices that were used by
the teachers.

No attempt was made to determine the causes

for the conditions found.
The author wishes it to be understood that this study
is an appraisal of the supervision of the farming program of
all-day students as it is conducted.

It is not a commen-·

dation or condemnation of the practices used by these teachers.
The number of teachers of vocational agriculture 1s
limited to thirty-two as this is a personally conducted interview supplemented by a prepared questionnaire.

These

teachers were selected from all sections ot Texas and represent what some or the best teachers are doing.

As far as

the author has been able to determine this should be considered as a representative sample and indicate what should
be done in farming-program supervision.

8

~UC

.\§§umpt.O!l§

1.

That effective supervision or the farming program
of all-day students is important to a successful
program or vocational agriculture.

2.

The area supervisors or teachers of vocational

agriculture can satisfactorily rate a teacher or
vocational agriculture.

3.

A selected group or teachers can indicate effective
practices that should be used by most teachers or
vocational agriculture.

4.

The group of 32 selected teacbers could indicate

effective practices in supervising the farming pro~

gram or all-day students.

5.

That practical reconnnendations growing out or research can be made for securing better supervision
or the farming programs of all-day students.

Such

recommendations would be of value to teachers of
vocational agriculture.

6.

That the selected group of teachers may provide
valid, reliable information regarding the practices
used in supervising the farming programs of all-day
students.

§pecu.c ObJegtiVi§
The general purpose of this study is to isolate the

ettective practices used by thirty-two selected Texas Negro

9

teachers of vocational agriculture in supervising farming
programs or all-:-da;r students.

To

accomplish this purpose

certain specif'ic objectives tor the study are planned.
They are as follows:

1.

To

raise the practices used in supervising the

farming programs according to the value or effectiveness in the opinion or the selected teachers.
2.

To determine the scheduling or project supervision.

3.

To find the factors which determine the number or
supervisory visits made per boy ror the year.

4.

To find the time or day which is considered best

tor the supervision or the farming program,.

5.

To determine the amount or time that is involved
in the supervision

6.

ot the farming programs.

To find the preparation which is made by teachers

before arriving at the home or the boy.

7.

To f'ind what records are kept by the instructor and
the use that is made or these records.

8.

To

determine some of the major ditticulties that

are encountered in project supervision.

9.

To sh:>w the changes that have been made in the past
three years in project supervision.

10

~aJ.ated sw!2!l
Buckley found that the distance between lx>me and sclx>ol
artected the program or supervised practice.

The

number of

visits by the teacher were greater tor those nearer the
sclx>ol.

2

Rutledge found that not enough supervisory visits were
made to home farms.
reported as such.

If tte visits were made they were not
The desirable practice or contacting

more than one person per lx>me visit was followed, to some
extent.
3
Wiswall in bis study attempted to determine distri~

bution or visits.

Whetter or not teachers make visits which

coincide with critical periods in projects.

The

study tail-

ed to slx>w conclusively that project visits were determined
by the needs or the boys.

_...,_.

- .... ----

-

------

1Buckley, Ralph Barnette "Distance from Home to School
as a Factor Iilf'luencing Certaln Phases or Supervised Prac~
tice Program or Boys Tak:tng Vocational Agriculture," MS
Thesi~! 1935, West Virginia University, p. 51, Library West
Virg a University.
2autledge Paul, "'Analysis or 0tt1cial Travel Done by
Vocational Agrlculture Teachers/' M S Thesis, 1950.1. Prairie
View A & M College, Texas, p. 3~, Library Prairie view
College.
3w1swa11, Clinton Henry1 "A Study of Project Supervision
in Idaho tor the Years 1932-~3
and 33-34,tt MS Thesis, 1936,
University or Idaho, p. 146.
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1

Ogle•s study was an inquiry into procedures in both
carrying out and supervising mme projects.

The results

indicated that securing the cooperation of parents is the
most important factor in remedying project dif'ticulties.
Frequent and longer visits were minor factors.

The need

for special training in project supervision was indicated.
The personality of the teacher was practically equivalent
to the metlx>ds of the teacmr as a factor in success in
supervising and conducting projects.

The weakness or tail~

ure ot teachers in project supervision mentioned most tr~
quently were,

11

too tew visit," "too sbort visit," and the

lack ot motivation of project work.
2

Wallace in bis study of the summer teacher's load of'
twenty-seven teachers in Southwestern, Ohio found that tre
average number or visits per teacher per student during the
summer was 2.2 visits per boy.

This is below the recommended

state minimum which is at least one visit each month per boy.
1ogle, George Calvin, 11 Tbe Home Project in Vocational
Agriculture," MS Thesis, 1923, University of Missouri,
Columbia, p. 135.

w.,

2wallace, Marion
"A Study or the Summer Teaching
Load ot 1'lenty-Seven Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in
Southwestern1 Ohio," Master's Thesis, The Ohio State Uni~
versity, 1942.

CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALISIS DATA

B!U1iJ~ g;C WPaD& Progry §J;merwa,oa Erag~ces

The ranking or certain practices used in supervision
or the !arming programs or all~day students was ma.de by
thirty-two selected Texas Negro teachers or vocational
agriculture.

Two questions were asked to measure the

ranking or these practices.

First, was the practice used?

Second, what value did the teachers place upon the prac~.
tice?

Comparing these rankings sh:>uld give some measure

or the effectiveness or the practice.
A list or tba possible practices was made out in ad~
vance and personally presented to each teacher in the form
or a questionnaire.

These teachers were asked to check the

practices they used and rate all or tba practices according
to ettectiveness, using the following scale: High: 3;
Average: 2;

ww:

l; No value:

o.

Tba data were then tabulated.

The number or teachers

using tre practice and the rating or effectiveness accord~
1ng

to the opinion or the teachers were calculated.

Using

these two ratings and giving each equal value, a cumulative
score was calculated.
It is important to notice that all or the rating or
practices used in supervision or the farming program ranked

13

high in tm final score.

Due to this f'act, they sh:>uld all

be considered important practices when supervising the tar~
ing programs of' all-day students.
This may indicate that there were not a suf'f'icient
number of' practices listed to secure a wide distribution in
the score.

There was a range from 69.3 for the lowest to

97.9 for the highest ranking practice.
The low rating of' 69.3 for the practice of' grading the
progress of' the student gives rise to the question~ How
much importance sb:>uld be placed on the farming program in
determing the grade of the student? Are all grades made
in the classroom and none out on the tarm in the proper conduct of a farming program? Does the low rating given to
the teaching of' new skills indicate that there is a tendency
to forget that teaching can be done out on the farm?
A study of' the rankings as sb:>wn in Table I, indicates
that a working relationship between the boy, parent and
teacher is a matter of' prime consideration by the teachers
while supervising the farming program ot all~day students

on the home farm.

This finding compares very favorable w1 th

1

G. A. Scbnidt's contribution on Project Supervision.
This working relationship includes inf'orming the parent
or the purpose of' the farming program.

The progress of the

TABLE I

THE RANKING OF PRAGrIC.ES USED IN SUPERVISION 0..-' THE FARMING PROGRAM OF ALL-DAY S'IUDENTS ON THE HOME F.ARM

RANKED IN ORDER Q. IMPORTANCE
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11. Grade Progress of the Students

23

JO

36.7

30.3

30 .3

71 .8 2.001

66.8

69.3

the boy,parent and teacher.

100

~a,

'O

3.1

4. Determine the Weaknesses and Suggest

7. Develop an Incentive to do Things the
Correct Vfay

3.31

~
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boy and possible improvements in the farming program are
pointed out to the parent.

It also gives an opportunity

to solicit the aid ot the parent in seeing that the boy's
tarming program is carried to a successtul completion.
Encouraging the use of improved practices taught in
the classroom rated second in the opinion of the teachers.
This gives an opportunity to point out the direct appli~
cation to the student's farming program, ot improved prac~
tices taught in class.
Checking a student's project book was considered val~.
able and rated third.

It aided in determining the use the

student was mak:fng of plans prepared in the classroom.

It

also gives an opportunity to check the completeness and
accuracy of the project records.
Determining the weakness and suggestions tor improve~
ments is the farming program ranked fourth in the opinion

ot the teachers.

It gives an opportunity tor aiding the

student in developing phases ot bis farming program in which
weaknesses have developed.
Securing a background for classroom problems makes it
possible tor the teacbar to use the problems ot tba boys as
a basis tor classroom study and discussion.
ranked f'itth.

This practice
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Guiding the students into new projects makes it possi~
ble tor the teacher to add new units to the student's tar~
ing program when new opportunities are observed.

The

teac~

er s rated this practice s1xth.
Developing an incentive to do things the correct way
ranked seventh.

This practice gave an opportunity to achieve

through private conference, objectives that were not acco~
plished in the classroom.
Modif'ying previous plans ranked eighth.

This gave an

opportunity for making necessary adjustments due to unf'or~
seen conditions.
The giving of timely help to the student by the teacher
ranked ninth.

Through this practice the student could be

given assistance at the time when it is needed.
Tenth place was given to teaching or new skills.

This

practice makes it possible to take care of individual needs,
when the skills were not effectively taught as a part of reg~
ular class work.
The

lowest ranking was given to the grading of the

progress or the student.
Surnmary.~~-Tba rankings of the practices used 1n the
supervision or the farming programs or all~day students
are as follows:
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1.

Develop a working relationship between the boy,
parent, and teacher.

2.

Encourage the use ot improved practices taught in
class.

3. Check student's project book.
4. Determine tha weaknesses and suggest improvements
in the farm program.

5.

Secure a background tor classroom problems.

6.

Guide the student into new projects.

7.

Develop an incentive to do things the correct way.

8.

Modify previous plans.

9.

Give timely help.

10.

Teach new skills.

11.

Grade progress ot the student.

The practices were ranked on the basis of use and im~
portance by the thirty~two selected teachers.
practice received a score ot above
possible 100.

75

All but one

per cent out of a

The range in scoring was from 97. 9 for the

highest and 69.3 tor the lowest score.
All the practices ranked high in the tinal score which
indicates that they should be considered important.
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Lhe sgpa~i1,ng st farming 1!~'2rn

~mu11:x1s,2n v1u;ts

A check as to the metlx>ds used by teachers in schedul~
ing visits, slx>uld be ot value in determining tbe best met~
ods or conducting the supervision ot the farming programs
or all~day students.
The advantages and disadvantages listed by this group

or teachers may indicate the reason that some or these met~
ods or scheduling are used more frequently than others.
A list of' tb3 possible metb>ds or scheduling visits
were given to each teacher.

They were asked to check the

metmd or metlx>ds they normally used.

Tl::e advantages and

disadvantages of' all tm metmds listed were to be given by
the teachers.
Advantages and Disadvantages of' Metmds Used by Teac~
ers in Scheduling Supervisory Visits.~~~
Metmd a.

When Critical Points are Reached.~~

Twenty~eight of the thirty-two teachers indicated that
they scheduled supervisory visits to farming programs wl::en
critical points are reached in tm student's projects.
The advantages to this metlx>d are that the teachers
are able to give help when it is needed. ~The teachers are
able to make a greater contribution to the student's f'ar~
ing program.

Encouragement in the use or improved practice
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is more ef'tective at the time of need.
loss.

This may prevent

The boy's interest is higher and teaching is more

ef'f'ective.
TABLE I I

ORDER OF rnPORTANCE OF MET.HODS USED BY 32

TBA.c.HmS IN SCHEDULING

-

Practice Used

-

......_

• •

a) Dates when critical points are
reached 1n a student's tar~
1ng program

Number 01·· Per

Teachers

PwsJslw

C~_nt o?

Teachers

CbeclQ11&

28

b) Written or verbal notice

2,

87.,
78.1

c) Student invitation

24

d) Unannounced visit

24

7,.o
7,.o

e) Student statement of need

20

6,.,

f) Regular schedule for the teacher
unknown to the student

9

28.3

g) When teacher• s time permits

9

28.3

h) Post a schedule in agricultural
room f'or the student

12.,

This metb:>d requires more time on the part of the teacher especially when tl:e boy has a large farming program.
student· may learn to depend too much on the teacher.

Tm

The

teacher is required to keep a rigid schedule to prevent miss~
ing the critical points in any of' the students• projects.
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Metmd b.

W'ri tten or Verbal Notice.-~~

A written or verbal notice was used by twenty".'."five o:t
the teachers.
The

advantages given were that the students were at

mme which saved time and driving on the part o:t the teacher.
The project record books were in better condition.

This

made it possible tor the teacher to spend more time on the
project.

The parents were prepared :tor the supervisory

call.
The disadvantages were that it does not allow the
student much leeway.
o:t

It requires more eftort on the part

the teacher in preparing the notice.

The student tends

to prepare tor the visit and makes it difficult to grade
interest.

Metb>d c.

Student Invitation.~-~

There were twenty~tour teachers wlx> reported the use
o:t

student invitation as a metb>d or scheduling visits.
The advantages listed were that the student bas a

definite need and interest.

the teacher can give.

He 1s ready tor the help that

It aids in developing a reeling or

cooperation between the student and teacher.

Due to the

tact that the student took the initiative, the teacher can
be o:t greater service.
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There were some definite disadvantages given to this
metlx>d.

The student invitation may not f'it in with the

teacher's schedule.

Some boys do not recognize a need,

and may hesitate to ask f'or help :trom the teacher.
times unnecessary calls are made.

Some-

Students tend to dress

up their projects before inviting tbe teacher and thus
create an abnormal situation.
Method d.

Unannounced Visits.-~

i\renty~tour teachers used the unannounced visit as
one metlx>d of scbeduling project supervision calls.
There were eight advantages given f'or this metb:>d of'
scheduling visits.

It gives a better cross-section or the

farming program as it slx>ws conditions as they normally
exist.

It tends to keep boys on their toes and checks

workmanship of the "sb:>w off" tn>e of' student.

Progress

can be easily judged; presenting a better opportunity to
grade the student

and

his project record book.

The boy

feels that the instructor is interested in his program.

Five disadvantages were given.

The boy and parents

may not be at lx>me thus necessitating extra trips.
are likely to let things go.

The

Boys

teacher may overlook

mistakes and lose the boys respect when you pass over them.
The family is not prepared and ill at ease.
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Metmd e.

Student Statement or Need.-~

There were twenty teachers who depended upon students
statement or need as one metrod or scheduling project
supervision visits.
The advantages or this method were that there is a
definite problem to be solved.

The student reels that the

teacher's help will be of definite value in its solution.
The student may not recognize the need tor belp and
the teacher may overlook the slow students.

These were

the disadvantages given for this method.
Metrod

r.

Regular Schedule tor Teacher Unknown to

Student.~~~
Nine teachers reported that tl:ey use a regular schedule
for the supervision or the farming program which is unknown
to the student.

This method has the advantage that it can be made f'lex~
ible to meet the needs or both the student and the teacher.
The teacher can see the project under normal conditions.
A disadvantages to this metrod, the teachers stated
that the boy might not be at home.
according to a f':ixed schedult.

Problems do not arise

Tl:e boy may be busy with

farm work and not want to take the time required for project
supervision.

The majority of the teachers objected to a

f:lxed schedule because it produced a routine procedure.
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Meth:>d g.

Inspection When Time Permits.-~~

Nine of the thirty-two teachers favored inspection of
the farming program wl:en their time permitted.
This meth:>d is convenient for the teacher and permits
more visits when used properly.
The disadvantages were that teachers may not take time
for the supervision of the farming program.
tendency to let project supervision ride.
not call at the boy's
Metrod h.

mme

at the time

he

There is a
The teacher may •

needs help.

Post Schedule in Agricultural Room f'or the

Students.~"'..'"'."
Four teachers reported that they post a schedule in the
agricultural room to notify the student as to the date of
the supervisory visit.
Projects and project books were in better condition
due to the fact that the student had an opportunity to prepare in advance for the visit.
Parents were prepared for the supervisory visit and
ready to ask questions.
The disadvantages of posting a schedule were that it
did not give the teacher an opportunity to see the project
under normal conditions.
keep a rigid schedule.
the posted schedule.
dividual students.

The teacher f'ound it diff'icult to
Problems did not arise according to

It did not meet the needs of the in":'
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smmnary.~--The meth:>ds used by the thirty~two teacrJSrs
in scheduling visits appeared to fall into two groups.

Approximately two-thirds of the teachers used a group which
included five meth:>ds for the scheduling of supervisory
visits.
1.

They are:
Dates when critical points are reached in a student's

farming program
2.

' 3.

'Written or verbal notice
Student invitation

4. Unannounced visits

5.

Student's statement of need

Approximately one-third of the teachers used the second
group which included three meth:>ds.

They are:

1.

Regular schedule unknown to the student

2.

When the teacher's time permitted

3.

A schedule posted in the agricultural room for
the students as a notification of the visitation
dates.

facmt~

tl}!~

Upterm+B~

tl;I ~

or Visi:t§

A ranking of possible factors which may bring about
more farming program supervision visits and may be of value
in determining the number of visits for a given student's
farming program.
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The possible reasons for farming program supervision

calls were listed on a questionnaire.

The teachers were

to rate the reason according to the following scale:

:. 3; Average: 2; Low: l; No value: o.

High

They were also

to indicate the ones they used 1n determining the number or
visits an individual boy's farming program received.

The

data were tabulated with the percentage of teachers using
the f'actor; the rating placed on the f'actor and the cumu~
lative value calculated.
A study or the rankings as sh:>wn in Table III, gives
rise to some questions.

Why

sbould beginning students be

given prime consideration in the scheduling or visits?
Have the teachers done such a good job with the older
students that they have little need for help, or is it that
their farming programs have not expanded properly?
The rankings by the thirty-two teachers indicate that
the beginning students require more consideration f'or super~
visory visits.

The

beginning stu.dent would be classified

as boys taking their f'irst year of' vocational agriculture.
A student wl:o needs encouragement ranked second.

This

factor could apply to all students of vocational agriculture,
where conditions exist that are detrimental to the conduct
of a good farming program.
A large farming program ranked third as a factor to be
considered in determining the number of' visits per boy, per

TABLE III FAO'l'ORS 'IBAT D.El'].Hil:rnE T".dE NUMBER OF VISrrs MADE PER BOY P.EB YEAR AND RANKING OF EACH
.ACCORDING TO IMPORT.ANGE

Factors Considered as Causes
Fer More Supervisory Visits
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2.479
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75

78.7

40.7

44.5

14.8

1.259

42.

65.5

53,7

g) Good Project Opportunity

21.4

60.6

14.3

3.5

1.997

66.5

34.2

53.3

h) Good Student
i) Good Parental Attitude
i) sm.:~11 FarminR Prouram
k) Older Students
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year.

This may be due to the tact that a large farming

program involves more problems requiring supervision by

the teact.er.
Poor parental attitude was ranked fourth, as a factor
in determining visits.

This may indicate that more guidance

and help is required on the part of the teacher.

The parent

in this case may not give the full value of his experience
and promote conditions for a satisfactory !"arming program.
Students with low ability ranked fifth.

This factor

required consideration because the student may not have the
ability to solve his problems without the guidance of the

teacher.
The next siX factors ranked in the lower half or the

scoring.
Poor project opportunities ranked sixth as a factor
in determining the number of visits made per boy, per year.
Good project opportunities ranked seventh.

Tl:e lower

ranking ot this factor may be due to a smaller amount of
the teacher's time being required to set up a satisfactory
tarming program.
Good students as a factor for consideration in scbedul~
ing visits, ranked eighth.

The low ranking given this tac~

tor may be due to good students having the ability to solve
many or their problems witoout requiring the aid of the
teacher.
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Good parental attitude ranked ninth.

The low rating

of this factor for consideration might be due to the teachers' reeling that less time was necessary in securing the
aid of the parent in the promotion of' a satisfactory f'ar~
1ng program.
A small farming program ranked tenth as a factor.
This rating may be caused by a student's small farming pro~
gram presenting fewer problems needing the assistance of
the teacher.
Older students ranked last as a tactor which determines
the number of visits per boy, per year.

The

lowest ranking

being given to this factor may be due to the teachers feel~

ing that the students have developed the ability to solve
their own problems.

It may be due in part to insuf':f'icient

expansion of' the :farming programs.
Snmmary.-~~The factors considered as possible causes
for more supervisory visits were ranked with a range in
score of 95.6 for the highest to 18.6 for the lowest.
factors with a score of more than 75 are:

The

First beginning

students; second, students who need encouragement; third,
students with a large farming program; fourth, students
where poor parental attitude exists; and fifth, students
with low ability.
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The factor in the lower half' of' the scoring are: S1xth,
poor project opportunities; seventh, good project oppor~
tunities; eighth, good students; ninth, good parental attitudes; tenth, a student with a small farming program and
eleventh, older students •

•1me

£' W

Cons•g§reg Be§~ for

Fawng Pros,:r9m §:W2ery•§•2A
To find the time of' day that tbe teacher preferred tor

project supervision would be of' some value in helping d~
termine the period of' day to be alloted for farming program
supervision.

The croice or time during the school year may

vary from that preferred in the summer months.
First and second clx:>ice were to be indicated on the
period of' the day which the teachers preferred tor the super~
vision of farm projects.

In the questionnaire, project

supervision during the school year and summer months were
listed separately.
There is criticism, that during the summer months the
period from 2:00 to 4:00 P. M. is not included in this survey.
Sixteen of the thirty-two teachers gave first cooice
to the morning hours of from 7:00 to 10:00 for the super-:vision of the farming program of all-day students during
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the summer.

Fourteen of the teachers gave first clx>ice to

the afternoon period :trom 3:00 to 7:00.

S1.x gave first

ch>ice to the noon period during the hours of 10:00 to 2:00.
Four teachers checked more than one of the three periods
as to first croice, which indicated that they gave them an
equal rating.
TABLE "IV
TlME OF DAY PREFERRED DURING THE SUMMER FOR
THE SUPERVISION OF FARMING PROGRAMS

Time of Day Teachers

Teachers

um r o
Teachers

er Pent
Teachers

Cbec!&:1-Bs

ClJ.2ck1B,i

CheckW ,

Checking

Morning:
7:00-10:00

16

44.4

7

24.2

Noon:
10:00-2:00

6

16.6

11

37.95

Afternoon:
3:00-7:00

14

39.0

11

37.95

As to second clx>ice for the period of day preferred for
the supervision of the farming program or all-day students,
eleven teachers checked the noon period from 10:00 to 2:00.
The afternoon period from 3:00 to 7:00 was also checked by
eleven teachers.

Seven teachers crose the morning period

from 7:00 to 10:00 as a second croice.
not give a second croice.

Four teachers did
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It should be noted that the period of the day from

2:00 to 3:00 P. M. was not included.
Some of the teachers cozmnented that they preferred
the morning period, particularly during the harvest season.
The students were more likely to be at lx>me waiting for the
dew to dry.

They, therefore, would have time to spend with

the teacher.
TABLE V TIME-OF-:-DAY PREFERRED DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
FOR THE &JPERVISION OF FARMING PROGRAMS
#:

Time of Day

:um:tp:iE]S!Ze
:: :;:::;:umJ~tjs,;r
6$ice
:i
r o
Per Cent o
r o
Per Cent o
Teachers
Checking

Teachers
Checking

Teachers
Checking

Teachers
Checking

Morning before
scl:x>ol

4

llt-. 3

Noon Hour

1

3.6

Evening after
scb::>ol

28

82.4

2

7.1

Saturday morning

6

17.6

21

7.5

During the scrool year, twenty-eight of the thirty-two
teachers gave first choice to the period in the evening
after school for the supervision of the £arming program of
all-day students.
their first clx>ice.

Six teachers checked Saturday morning as
Two teachers checked both the period
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in the evening after scrool and Saturday morning which 1nd1ca ted that they had no preference.
As

a second choice during the school year, twenty-one

teachers indicated that they preferred Saturday morning tor
their supervisory work.

Four checked the period in the

morning before sclx>ol as a second cmice.
the evening after scb:>ol.
as second ch:>1ce.

Two preferred

One teacher gave the noon lx>ur

Four teachers gid not have a second

clx>ice.

Summary.~--su:teen or the thirty~two teachers gave
first clx>ice to the morning period f'rom 7:00 to 10:00 tor
the supervision of' the farming program of' all-day students
during the summer.

Fourteen teachers checked the afternoon

period f'rom 3:00 to 7:00.

Six teachers preferred the period

f'rom 10:00 to 2:00 for their supervision of' the farming pro~
gram.
Eleven ieacbers preferred as second ch:>1ce the noon
period f'rom io:OO to 2:00 for the supervision of' the farming
program during the summer.

Eleven also checked the af'ter~

noon period f'rom 3:00 to 7:00.

Seven teachers preferred

the morning period f'rom 7:00 to 10:00 as second ch:>ice f'or
supervision of' the farming program.
During the school year, twenty-eight or the thirty-two
teachers gave first clx>ice to the period after sclx>ol, as
the time they preferred to supervise the farming programs.
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As a second ch:>ice or time for the supervision or
farming programs, twenty-one teachers preferred Saturday
morning.

Four teachers checked the period in the morning

before sch:>ol.

Two indicated that they liked the period

in the evening after school.

One teacher checked the noon

hour as the time or day he preferred as second cooice for
the supervision of the farming programs or all-day students.
la!,glvesi in f!fmi.D.& froaam ~!Ule.:xistRS
Using the per cent of time spent by the teacher in

iiQunt

Qt

Time

farming program supervision and the total working h:>urs in
a year, will give the approximate number of hours spent in
supervision.

Then, using the approximate time spent per

visit, per boy and the above estimate of time used in supervision, will give an estimate of the number of visits per
year per teacher.
The teachers were asked to list the number of boys
supervised in an evening after scoool, a full day in tbe
summer and Saturday morning.

They were to estimate tbe

amount of time they spent at each call on a crop and live~
stock project and a boy's total farming program.
There seemed to be some variation in the opinion of
the teachers as to the per cent of time that should be
spent in supervisory visits.

There was a range of from 10

to 4o per cent with the mean number being approximately 20
per cent.

The average time spent was 21 per cent.
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The largest group of teachers used approximately 60
minutes tor each supervisory visit.
The greatest per cent of the teachers preferred to
visit two boys in an evening after scb:>ol.
Most of the teachers preferred to visit from five to
six boys a day in the summer.
On Saturday morning the largest percentage of teachers
preferred to visit from two to three boys.
The average number or visits for 31 of' the teachers
was 7. 3.

The mean number of' visits tor the 31 teachers was

7, this compares very favorable with George P. Deyoe.

1

If we use these f'igures as guides, we would :f'ind that
a teacher sh:mld spend 20 per cent of his total time on the
job f'or supervision of the farming program.

If we use 45'

hours as a working week and 5'2 weeks per year, there would
be 2,21t-0 h:>ur.s available.

or

this time, 4lf.8 murs would be

spent in supervising the farming program of' all-day students.
I:f' we use 60 minutes as the length of time for the visit, there

would be a possibility or 448 supervisory calls per year.
The number of individual supervisory visits per boy per
year, would then depend on the number of boys in the department.

TABLE VI DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO PER CENT OF TIME SPENT IN SUPERVISION
OF FARMING PROGRAMS
Per cent of teaching
time spent in project
supervision
10-14 15-19
Percentage of teachers
spending the given
amount of time
Number of teachers

13.8

-4

20-24

25-29

30-34

35~39

4o-44 45 and Over

20.7

20.7

24.1

13.8

3.4

3.4

6

6

7

4

1

1

\.M

¥\

TABLE VII DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS IN PERCENTAGE ACCORDING TO MINUTES OF TIME SPENT
FOR EACH SUPERVISORY VISIT
Minutes spent 10-19

20-29 30-39 4o-49 50-59 6o~69 70~79 80-89 90-99 100 and

Livestock
project

13.3

. ..Crop

project

- total

6.6

..

over

36.6
___ 13.3

16.6

43.4 ....
_____

_

3. 4

3.4

9.3

37.4

Boy's

farming
program

16.6

1+6.6

9.3

..
6.2

21.9

15.6

w
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TABLE IX

Number of visits per
boy per year

-Distribution
- =or teach-

ers according to number or visits per boy
per year

-

-

NUMBER OF VISITS TEACHERS MADE PER BOY PER YEAR

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6

3

3

6

5

4

3

-

-

-

11

12

1

l,.J

ex,

t:---
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TABIE VIII
THE DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS IN PERCENTAGE ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF
STUDENTS SUPERVISED

-

Number of boys

Evening after
school

-

1

2

9.3 62.5

Full day in

summer

-Saturday
-- morning

-

-

-

-4

3

6

5

-

7

8

9

10
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It we take the state average of' approximately 30 boys

per department this would allow time f'or a possible average
of 13.6 visits per boy per year.
Using seven as the minimum number of visits listed by
the selected teachers, this would indicate that the average
number of' visits slx>uld range between seven and 13.6 visits
per boy.

The number of visits trending toward seven when

the number ot boys 1n the department is above thirty and
trending toward thirteen when there are less than thirty
in the department.
Smrmary. ---!he range in time spent on farming program
supervision was from 10 to >+o per cent.

The average amount

of' time being 21 per cent and mean number being 20.

The

amount of' time spent at each supervisory visit appeared to
be approximately 60 minutes.
The largest per cent of the teachers visited five to
six boys in a f'ull day.

Two to three boys were visited on

Saturday morning and two boys in an evening after school.
The average number of visits per boy per year was 7.3 and
the mean number was seven.
Using the figures given by the teacher, tbere was a
possibility ot 448 murs per year being spent 1n supervision
of the farming program of' all-day students on the lx>me farm.

freRara~~oa.J:12! ang___Retsrencs.1-J!terial Carried w!;gle Con-

gycting l!£gJ.ng SuRervision
The preparation made by the teachers before conducting
the supervisory visit should give some indication as to the
proper preparation for project supervision.
The data were organized in the questionnaire in the
form

or

six questions.

It included material reviewed before

the trip, reference material and equipment carried while on
the trip.

TABLE X

TECHNICAL MATERIAL REVIEWED BEFORE CONDUCTING

FARMING PROGRAM SUPERVISION
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Parasite and disease control
tor crops and livestock

--~· --

- -----=---

9

Boy• s farming program

5

Livestock feeding

>+

Feed and labor cost

3

Current farm price

3

Fertilizer recommendation

2

Crop problems

2

Experiment Station data

1

Current machinery problems

1

Current farm problems
-
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Twenty-tour ot the thirty-two teachers indicated that
they made some preparation in regard to reviewing technical
or other material before arriving at the b:>me of the boy.
Eight teachers made no preparation before going to the
boy's home.
The type or material reviewed varied but in general,
covered anticipated problems in the projects to be supervised.

The material listed by the teachers included cur-

rent parasite and disease control problems for both live~
stock and crops.

The boys' farming programs and previous

supervision records or the programs were reviewed.

Feed

and labor cost, current prices, fertilization recommendations and recent crop and livestock bulletins were checked.

TABLE XL REFERENCE MATERIAL CARRIED DURING THE SUPER-

VISION OF THE FARMING PROGRAM
U
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Number Teachers
Reporting

Parasite and disease control
tor crops and livestock
Feeding
Machinery handbooks
Crop bulletins
General livestock bulletins
Feed and labor cost
Fertilizer recommendation
Current marketing information
Vegetable crop bulletins
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19

10
4
4
2
l
l
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1
1
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Twenty-seven ot the teachers reported that they carried
reterence material.

Five or the teachers did not carry ref-

erence material.
The information covered in the reterence material which
they carried included parasite and disease control, bulletins
ror crop and livestock, livestock reeding bulletins, rertili~
zation recommendation tor crops, dairy and swine bulletins,
current reed cost sheet, current market prices, machinery
hand books, vegetable and orchard crop bulletins.

Summary.---Tbe material reviewed before conducting the
supervisory visit and the reference material carried were
closely related.

This may indicate that the teachers did

not possess sufficient knowledge of the subjects mentioned
without the aid of' the reterence material.

Approximately

75 per cent or the teachers reviewed and carried reference
material.
The most important subject matter reviewed and carried.
was:

parasite and disease control tor crops and livestock

and livestock reeding.

l!lC0 rmeUW1...~8 rffii ~w~...li!ae

2' B2s9rdtieB~ 2:FL2lm!t-

llWG..2t.J:i41P1ng PrOEW!l
A li~t or the items included in the records kept by
the teachers on f'arming program supervision and the use made
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of this information could be an aid in setting up project
supervision records.
The teachers were asked to list the items included in
the records and the use made of them.
samples of these records.

They were to submit

Seven teachers responded to this
1

request, four used the form suggested by George P. Deyoe

in

his book entitled "Supervised Farming in Vaca tional Agriculture."
TABIE XII
SuPERV IS ION

- - Item
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ITEMS INCLUDED IN RECORDS OF FARM PROGRAM
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Name of boy
Date of visitation
Recommendations
Boy's :farming program
Observations
Project book condition
Student grade
S1ze of home farm
Address
Teleprone
Age
Parent or guardian's name
Year in school
Problems encountered
Major farm enterprises
Progress or student
Critical periods in project
Classroom problems
Rough notes on farming program
Shop jobs
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Deyoe, op. cit., p. 351.
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Teachers
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31
20

17

12

7
7

6
6
6

i4
4
4
4
3
3
2

2
1
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Thirty-one teachers indicated they kept a record or
supervision or the farming program or all-day students.
type or record kept and the content varied.

There were tour

items that appeared common to most ot the records.
were:

The

They

the name ot the boy, date or visitation, recommen-

dations made by the teacher and the boy's farming programs.
There were other items listed but they appeared 1n less than
on~third or the records kept by the teachers.
TABIE XIII
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USES MADE OF RECORDS KEPT ON FARMING PROGRAMS

•ae •
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To determine next visit

-- ------- --~ ......
------- i1g;ggrt1ng
17
-

For follow-up work

~ber

Teacters

12

Classroom problems and illustrations

6

To make out travel report

3

To keep trom missing boys

2

For project smmna.ry and teaching material

2

To determine the progress or the boy

2

Planning future £arming programs

2

For sh>p jobs

1

To determine grade or student

1

-

-
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The use made of the record appeared to help determine
the next visit and for follow-up work.
Surnnary.~~There were tour items that appeared common
in most of the records:

The name or the boy, date of visi-

tation, recommendations made by the teacher and the boy's
farming program.
The use made or the record helped determine the next
visit and for follow-up work.

•he 19:ga_pment Catt!!!l.bz :!che_l:!!lSc.D9I.wJ11Jie ~s2~§Jm9rn.;orz
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11.uu
list or equipment normally carried by the selected

teachers could be of value to other teachers ot vocational
agriculture in cmosing the proper equipment to be carried
while supervising tm farming program of all-day students.
The

teachers were asked to list the items they normally

carried while supervising the farming program, particular
emphasis being given tm items trey used most frequently.

TABLE XIV

EQUIPMENT CARRmD BY THE TEACHER WHIIE CON~

DUCTING SUPERVISORY VISITS

-
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Item

Vaccinating syringes

•

---

Worming tools and capsules
Castrating knif'e
Farm level
Clippers

a

----

----LU

=-

Number

Teachers

Reporting
22
13
11

9
7

we-

=
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TABLE Xr:I (CONTINUED)
EQUIPMENT CARRIED BY THE TEACHER WHIIE CONOO'CTING SUPER~
VISORY VISITS

Number Teachers Reporting

Item

- _...._____

-- ---- -·

Wrenches and tools
Pruning tools
Mastitis cards
Soil test equipment
Scales
Needle teeth clippers
Delxlrning
Sprayer

6

i3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

011

Hoo:r trimmers
Milk test sample bottles
Pig ringing tools
Bee veil
Hive tools
Egg scales
Caponizing equipment
Livestock medicine
Spray and dust material
Measuring jack for land

--

-· --

-

-

1
1
1
1
1

-

--

s::::&d.

---

The items carried by the teachers appeared to be tmse
items ot equipment not easily found on the lxlme farm.
The equipment most frequently listed as
by the teacher was a vaccinating syringes.

being

carried

They could be

used for the control of diseases of Swine, Cattle, and in
some cases dogs.
Most of the remaining equipment carried included items
which promoted the use ot improved practices.

4-7

summary.""."~~There were three items of equipment carried
by one-third or more of the teachers.
carried vaccinating syringes.
castration equipment.

Twenty-two teachers

Thirteen teachers carried

All but two or the thirty~two teac~

ers carried some piece of equipment which was not easily
tound on the rome farm.

Rel§H~..l!r~~J.iU farat ;w:e Inxg;tiget~
The three related problems investigated were some of
the major ditf'iculties encountered in supervision o:f the
farming programs.

The teachers gave suggestions and criti~

eisms tor supervisory visits.

Ttey also listed changes

they have made in the last three years.
As a part of' tte interview in connection with this study,
each teacher was asked to give his reaction and comment on
three questions.

Ttey were as follows:

1. Vhat are the major dif'f'iculties you encounter in
project supervision?
2.

What changes have you made in the last three years?

3.

Do

you have any suggestions or criticisms for sup""."

ervisory visits?
A smmna.ry of the answers given can be :found in fable
XV, XVI, and XVII.
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TABLE X!/
SUPERVISION
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Item

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN FARMING PROGRAM

-·- ---
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Number

Teachers

.

a

-

www

Boys or parents not b>me
Boys busy w1 th farm work
Lack or time on part or teacher
Lack or interest on part of parents
Parents object to change or practice
Keep record up~to~date
Getting boys to keep livestock separate
Parents taking too much time
Boys do not r ollow plans
Lack or parental financial support
Project books lost
Right kind or reed
WA&

A

WI

- ....

-

-

Repsu:t1ng
10

5

t3

3
3

-

2
2
1
1
1

---

Major Difficulties Encountered.~~~The major difticul~
ties listed appeared to deal with organization, and the

stimulation or interest and proper attitude on the part or
the parent and boy.
The difficulty or finding the boy or parent at b>me
was listed most frequently.
Changes Ma.de in the Last Three Years in Supervising
Farming Programs.~~-Most or the changes listed by the teachers, were made so as to bring about more e:rf'ective farming
programs.

To accomplish this, they suggested that the super~

visory visits be made more timely.
should be kept.

Better supervisory records

1+9

TABLE XVI

CHANGES MADE IN THE LAST THREE YEARS IN SUPER~

VIS ING FARMING PROGRAMS

-

Item

--

--

-

ifum'Ser

·-

Make visit$ more timely
Better project super~ision records
Spent less time on project supervision
More emphasis placed on project books
Set up schedule for visit
Spent more time in classroom grading books
Give boy written report of each visit
Greater emphasis on all practices
More recommendations on labor saving devices
Spent more time with parents
Spent more time on project supervision
Do more visiting during early morning
Spend more time with slow students
Spend less time with fast students
Drop definite schedule

Teachers

--

n,eporum;
7

5

4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Four teachers stated that they were spending less time
on supervising the farming programs.

Transportation dif'f'i~

culties and of the boy's and parent's time.

The teacher

sb::>uld keep tbe parent informed on the farming program.
A teacher suggested that more use should be made or
the project books than just a place to keep records.
It was also suggested that the instructor sb::>uld have
managerial experience and responsibility.
The boy sb::>uld be given a definite grade after each
visit to give him an understanding as to his progress.

A

challenge slx>uld be left at the close or each supervisory
visit.
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TABLE XVII

VISION

-

Item

-

SUGGESTIONS OR CRITICISMS FOR PROJECT SUPER~

- -

Number '
Teachers

.J..ipqrti.us
--·
.
...
-Make .supervisory visit with definite purpose

5

in mind

Farming program supervision should be given
more time
Teachers slx>uld have managerial experience
and responsibility

2

More use smuld be made or project record
boo~

l

Schedule visits so as to make worthwhile use

or

time

1

Boys soould be given a definite grade at each
visit

1

A challenge should be lett with the boy at the
close or each visit

1

- -- -

WWW-WWW
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Summary.~-~Some ot the teachers suggested that the
supervisory visits should be made with a definite purpose
in mind.
time.

Farming programs supervision should be given more

They stated that it reflects the interest of the

teacher and helps to develop the interest of the boy.

Super~

visory visits smuld be scheduled to make worth!rlhile use of

the boy's and parent's time.

The teacher slx>uld keep the

parent informed on the farming program.
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The teacher suggested that more use should be made or
the project books than just a place to keep records.
It was also suggested that the instructor should have
managerial experience and responsibility.
The boy sh:>uld be given a definite grade a:f'ter each
visit to give him an understanding as to his prQgress.

A

challenge should be left at the close of each supervisory
visit.

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCllJSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

§HDIDYH.Z
The ranking ot the practices used were as follows:
1.

The developing or a working relationship between

the boy, parent and teacher.
2.

To encourage the use of' improved practices taught

in class.

3.

Check student• s project book.

I+.

Determine weakness and suggest improvements in the
farming program.

5. Secure a background for classroom problems
6.

Guide the student into new projects.

7.

Develop an incentive to do things the correct way.

8.

Modify previous plans.

9.

Give timely help.

10.

Teach new skills.

11.

Grade progress of' the students.

The methods used by approximately two-thirds of the
teachers in scheduling visits were:
-

1.

Dates when critical points were reached in the
farming program.

2.

Give the student a written or verbal notice.

3.

Student invitation
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4.

Unannounced visit.

5. Student statement or need.
Factors considered most important as possible causes
for more supervisory visits were:
1.

Beginning students

2.

The student who needs encouragement

3.

A large farming program

4. Poor parental attitude
5.

A

student with low ability

The material reviewed before conducting supervisory

visits and the material carried were closely related.

The

most important subject matter reviewed and carried were
bulletins on parasite and disease control for crops and
livestock and livestock reeding
The approximate amount of time spent in farming program
supervision was 20 per cent and 60 minutes spent per visit.
Four items common to most of the records kept by the
teacher 1n supervision of the farming program were:
1.

Name of boy

2.

Date or visit

3.

Recommendations made by the teacher

4.

The

boy's farming program

The use made of the records appeared to be mainly f'or

determining the next visit and for follow-up work on the
boy's farming program.

Equipment most frequently listed as being carried was
vaccinating syringes.

Most or the remaining equipment car-

ried included items which promote the use of' improved practices.

The time of' day preferred f'or project supervision during
the scb::>ol year was in the evening immediately f'ollowing
scb::>ol.
There appeared to be little ditterence in the cb::>ice of'
time for supervision between the early morning or late af'ter~
noon in the summer.

Qgnc1us1w
In the light of' this study and information revealed f'rom
the thirty-two selected Negro teachers of vocational agricul~

ture in Texas the following conclusions were reached:
1.

It is very essential to develop a working relationship between the boy, parent and teacher.

2.

That teachers of vocational agriculture should encourage tbe use or improved practices taught 1n
class and that the project record book can serve
to aid 1n determining the weaknesses in the farming program and suggest improvements.

3.

In the best total programs of vocational agriculture in Texas 1n Negro schools the students farming program serve as background f'or classroom
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problems, timely help is given by the teachar when
necessary and that as near as possible visits are
scheduled when critical points are reached in the
students farming program.

4.

The scheduling of visits may be announced or unannounced.

The time of day best suited to all con-

cerned for best results.

5. There is a need for extra supervisory visits to the
beginning student, to the student who needs encourag~
ment, one with low ability, large farming program,
and to tbose with poor parential attitude.
6.

Not enough time has been spent actually supervising
tha farming programs or all-day boys on the home
farm.

Not much attention given to the record of

supervisory visits.

7.

It is desirable that technical material covering
problems to be encountered be reviewed before ma.king
supervisory visits.

8.

It is necessary to carry pieces or equipment and
material which promote improved practices when
making supervisory visits.

RecommeD&1at!g~
The following specific recommendationa are offered for

the consideration of the teachers of vocational agriculture
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to improve the supervision or the farming program or all~day
students on the rome farm:
1.

That the teacber very early in the game develop a
working relationship between the boy, parent and
teacher.

2.

That the teacber encourage the use or improved prac~
tices taught in class.

The student project book be

checked to aid in determining the weaknesses in the
farming program and suggest improvements.

This may

'
aid in guiding the student
into new projects.

3.

That the student's farming program serve as a back~
ground for classroom problems.

This should help to

develop an incentive in the student to properly con~
duct his farming program.

4. That previous plans be modified (by the teacher) and
timely help given when necessary.

New skills neces~

sary to the boy's farming program that were not
effectively taught in the classroom should be taught
at this time.

5. That in scheduling visits the teachers srould be
familiar with the dates when critical points are
reached in the farming program and visit at this
time.

These may be announced or unannounced visits.

A written notice given during the summer months and
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verbal or written notice given during the time
when the boys are in school.

6. Unannounced visits be made to determine conditions
as they exist under a normal situation.

7.

That extra visits be concentrated on the beginning student to aid in developing proper parental
attitude.

He can also aid in setting up an ade~

quate, properly

Inaru!S~d

farming program for the

student.
8.

That a student wbo needs encouragement and one with
low ability receive extra supervisory visits.

9.

That a large farming program receive su:f'ficient
visits to cover the critical periods in the projects.

10.

That when poor parental attitude exists extra calls
smuld be made to educate the parents as to the aims
and purposes of the boy's farming program.

11.

That the hours after school and Saturday mornings
be used in the supervision of the farming program.
During the sunnner the early morning h:>urs and the
late afternoon hours receive prime consideration as
to the time of day to supervise the farming program.

12.

That the teacher make a minimum of seven visits per
boy per year.

That he spend at least 20 per cent of

his total teaching time in the supervision of the
farming progr~ with an average of a minimum of 60
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minutes per visit.
13.

That the technical material covering problems that
may be encountered in the supervision of the farming
program be placed upon parasite and disease control
for crops and livestock and livestock feeding.

14.

That records of the supervisory visits be kept and
include such information as boy's name, date of
visit, recommendations made by the teacher, and the
boy's farming program.

The records be used to de-

termine the next visit and for follow-up work in the
boy's farming program.
15'.

That the teacher carry vaccinating syringes and
other small pieces of equipment which promote im~
proved practices and not likely to be found on the
rome farm.

The supervision of farming programs appeared weak in
organization to secure accomplishments of specific objectives.

Farming program supervision slx>uld receive special

attention in teacher training and in meetings conducted by
the supervisors for in-service teachers to correct this
situation.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF TEACHERS WHO CONTRIBUTED
IN THE MAKING OF THIS STUDY
Teacher
_
... - -

--

School

.

Archie, N. L.

Booker Washington

Conroe, Texas

Arnold, R. V.

Sweet Home

Sequin, Texas

Baker, M. G.

Wharton High

Wharton, Texas

Coleman, Sherman

Jasper

Jasper, Texas

Coss, W. H.

Holland

Carthage, Texas

Criner, L.

Hooks High

Hooks, Texas

Cunningham, I. C.

Smith Graded

Gause, Texas

Davis, N.

Jackson High

Tyler, Texas

Dorsey, T.

Lott

Lott, Texas

Foreman, R.

Dogan

Fairfield, Texas

Harper, McNoble

Pruitt

Atlanta, Texas

Harris, James

Edna

Edna, Texas

Hayes, L. T.

Macedonia

Jefferson, Texas

Holloway, J. W.

Stanton

Tyler, Texas

Jolmson, E. J.

Omaha

Omaha, Texas

Kline, H. V.

Gonzales

Gonzales, Texas

Lockett, W. F.

Central

Jefferson, Texas

Lyons, E. C.

Quitman

Quitman, Texas

McClellan, Van

Lindale

Lindale, Texas

Moody, R. A.

Emmett Scott

Tyler, Texas

Supervisor Area II

Tyler, Texas

Huntsville

Huntsville, Texas

Palmer,

s.

L.

E.

Powell, J. R.
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Names and Addresses or Teachers (Continued)

-School

Ieacl]e_J:

~~

orr12e

Rigsby, A. B.

Sam Schwartz

Hempstead, Texas

Robinson, M. R.

Timpson

Timpson, Texas

Duale

Cuero, Texas

Scott, Alton

Marlin

Marlin, Texas

Smith, A. L.

Carver

Frankston, Texas

Tamplin, D.

Concord

Mt Enterprise, Texas

State N.F.A.Adviser

Prairie View, Texas

Wallace, Lawrence

st. Paul-Shiloh

Oakwood, Texas

Washington, E. J.

Winona

Winona, Texas

Sampson,

Thomas,

s.

o.

H.

J.

APPENDIX B

Jackson High Scrool
Rt. 3, Box 287
Tyler, Texas

Dear Fellow Worker:
I am in need or some very essential information in
order to complete my thesis.
My

subject is, "A Study or t:00 Supervision of Farming

Program or All~Day Students as Conducted by Selected Negro
Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in Texas."
F,ach area supervisor was asked for the names and addresses of six men in his area who were doing successful
jobs or supervising farming programs or their all~day boys.
You were among the selected teachers .in Texas doing a
successful job of supervising all-day boys in their farming
programs.

I am asking you to kindly fill out the enclosed

questionnaire and please mail to. me on or before Tuesday
( ________ ).

A stamped addressed envelope is provided

for your convenience.
If you would like to have a one page summary of this

study kindly put your name and address in the space below
and return with your questionnaire.

Thanking you very

kindly, I am,
Sincerely yours,

William L. Kissam

-- ---

Name______w_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
Address________________
_
Town______________

APPENDIX C
A STUDY OF THE SUPERVISION OF FARMING PROGRAMS OF ALL
DAY STUDENTS AS CONDUCTED BY SEU:CTED NEGRO
TEACBmS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN TEXAS
(Questionnaire)
Name_____________~S.~hool._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I.

What procedure do you use in supervising the farming
programs of' all-day students on the rome £'arm? List
in sequence as you use them.
Example:

1.

May make appointments with the boy in
advance.

2.

Before stopping will check project record
f'rom last visit.

1.

2.

3.

4.
II.

Check the list of' practices you use in project super~
vision on the home £'arm. Rate the practices according
to value of effectiveness in project supervision. Use
the following scale:
1.
Cl.@ct

-----

-

High

2. Average

3. Low

4. No Value

llatigg
Check students• project record book
Develop a working relationship between
the boy, parent and teacher
Encourage
the use of' improved practices
_ _c)
taught
in
class
_ _d)
Teach new skills
e) Modif'y previous plans
--r) Develop an incentive to do things tl:e
correct way
r
g) Secure a background for problems to use
as classroom problems
_ _h)
Determine the weaknesses and suggest 1~
provements in the project program or the
boy
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i) Guide the student into new projects
Grade the progress of the student
___k) Give timely help
_ _ _1) others

---j)

I :WW

III.

How do you schedule visits? Check as many as you use.
Give advantages and disadvantages of meth:>ds checked.
Check
_ _a) Post a schedule in the agricultural room for

the students - Advantage_Disadvantage_ __

_ _b)

Regular schedule teacher follows unknown to
student~ Advantage_____Disadvantage_ _ __

___c) Written or verbal notice
Advantage_
www_Disadvantage_____
_ _d) When critical points are reached in a boy's
farming program~ Advantage_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Disadvantage_ _ _ _ _ __
_ _e)

Student invitation
Advantage.______Disadvantage______

_ _f) Unannounced visit
Advantage
_Disadvantage______
__ g)

Inspection when your time permits
Advantage _
._Disadvantage_______
_

_ _ h) Student statement of need
Advantage_
Disadvantage_ _ _ __
IV.

What determines the number of visits you make per boy
per year? Check the ones that are important to you in

scheduling the visits.

Rate them according to importance,

using the following scale.

.• '•
Cb!¥i nat!D&

--

---

____a) Student with large farming program re~
quires
___b) Students with small farming program re~
quires more visits
___c) Older students require more visits
___d) Beginning students require more visits
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Chect li!~•ng ( Continued)

w--

-

w

V.

WWW

e) Poor parential attitudes require more
visits
f) Good parential attitude require more
visits
g) Poor project opportunities require more
visits
h) Good project opportunities require more
visits
1) Good students require more visits
_j) Students of low ability require more
visits
k) More visits are required where students
need encouragement
1) Others

What time or day do you consider best for project
supervision? List first and second ch::>ice:

~J£ing Sch:>ol xear
Morning
_ _ _ _ _ __,b) Noon
_ _ _ _ _ _c) Evening
__ _ __ d) Saturday Morning
_ _ _ _ _ _a)

VI.

DJ.ll:ing the ~Bmmer
____a) Morning
b) Noon
:-::::::c) Evening

How many boys do you normally visit in:
_ _ _ _-::a) An evening after school
_ _ _ _ _b) A full day during the summer
_ _ _ _ _c) A Saturday morning
_ _ _ _ _d) Others

VII.

How much time do you normally spend at each visit on:
_ _ _ _ _a:) A livestock project
_ _ _ _ _b) A crop project
_ _ _ _ _c) A boy• s total farming program

VIII.

1.

Do you review technical or other material in fields
where you feel a lack or information before arriving
at tbe home of the boy?_ _ _ __

2.

What type of technical or other material do you
normally review before arriving at the bJme of the
boy?
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IX.

X.

XI.

you carry reference material with you while out
on project supervision?__
_

3.

Do

l+.

It you carry reference material, what kind? Bulle-:
tins_ _Handbooks_Textbooks_others_ _ __

5.

List tYPe or information covered in tecbnical or
other information carried normally.

6.

What tools and equipment do you normally carry while
out on project supervision? EKample, scale, hoof'
trimming to91~ 1 vaccinating needles, prunning tools,
castrating kn.1.re, etc.

1.

Do

2.

If" you keep a record, what is included in the
record? Furnish a sample, if' possible.

3.

How do you make use or the record?

1.

What are the major difficulties you encounter in
project supervision? Please list them:

2.

Do

1.

What changes have you made in the last tln'ee years
in project supervision? Why were these changes made?

2.

Approximately what per cent of your time is spent
in project supervision? _ _ _ _ _ •

3.

Do you take boys with you when visiting projects
after school_ _how macy,____ •

l+.

Do you anticipate the problems of' the student be~
fore arriving at his rome_ _ _ •

you keep a record or your project supervised?_

you have any suggestions or cirticism to make
in regard to project supervision?

5. boy
How many supervisory visits do you normally make per
per year_____ •
XII.

Use the back of this sheet to qualify any previous answers
if you wish.

